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SIDE Group Members:

SIDE (Super Ifu Deployable Experiment)

� SIDE is an instrumentation group targeted to instrumentation for survey

spectroscopy.

� SIDE has a valuable experience about precision fiber positioning mechanisms

and is currently testing a Fiber Positioner prototype built for the GTC in

collaboration with the University of Barcelona. This project involves the

mechanics, electronics and control software for the prototype.

�A patent is in progress for the prototype design concept.

� SIDE participated to the ESO-ELT OPTIMOS-EVE Phase A work and has been

invited to participate to the BigBOSS project.
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OPTIMOS-EVE
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SIDE experience
SIDE has developed a prototype of Fiber Positioner sized for GTC Nasmith focus.

The 99 cm Ø focal plane is divided into cells, each with one actuator moving one

fiber. Actuator’s centre-to-centre is 29.2 mm, the patrol disc is 33.72 mm diam. No

blind spots are left. The picture shows the GTC Nas focal plane with 1003

actuators for 20 arcmin Ø field . Basic requirements are: repeatability ±40µ, abs.

positioning ±200µ.
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The two different rotations 

of the actuator



Prototype geometry

Due to the combination of two stepper

motors, the fiber can be positioned on a

discrete grid with more than 23 million

points, of which a reduced example is

given in the picture (top left).

We determined that the theoretical spatial

resolution of the device is never worse

than 5.5 µ, and the resolution is constant
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than 5.5 µ, and the resolution is constant

across the patrol circle.



Prototype movements

This movie shows a few example movements of the actuator. On top of the fiber

button (right) you can see a black washer clamped to the dummy button (the fiber was

removed for the tests). This has a 2µ pinhole which was used as target for the

microscope measurements.
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Electronics board by IAA-UB

The electronics for

controlling the prototype

was designed and built in

collaboration with the

University of Barcelona. A

functional breadboard is

currently used for the tests,

and a sized board is being
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and a sized board is being

designed for being fitted to

the prototype (whose

envelope would fit within

the hexagonal frame of the

prototype). The control

software for this PCB was

developed at IAA.



Repeatability tests

The use of this setup with a microscope and a 2µ pinhole (see picture) allowed us to

test the prototype repeatibility with an accuracy of about 1µ. The result are still being

analyzed, but it can be said that, given a pair of points, the repeatibility of going from

one to the other is outstanding (we can hardly measure any difference), specially in

ROT2, which has the arm directly driven by the motor. In particular, the tests

performed concern (in both axes separately) : 1) Backlash 2) Stepping stability

3) Best approach mode 4) Repeatability of sample points.
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Repeatability tests results

Some of the results of the Repeatability of

ROT1 show that, usually, the total radial

dispersion of a position is below ±1µ and

the total tangential dispersion is below

±5µ.
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Positioning software

The High-Level control software for

a set of actuators is under

development at IAA. The anti-

collision algorithm is simulated here

for a typical conflicting situation

with 19 units: several fibers cannot

be moved because they are too close

one to another. The algorithm finds

the necessary movements to
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the necessary movements to

disentangle the paths: 1) the free

actuators go to their safety zones 2)

the colliding actuators are freed and

3) all the actuators can reach safely

their respective security zone.

The algorithm which efficiently

assigns actuators to objects is under

development.



Other projects where we can help

• MEGARA @ GTC

• Future Wide-field spectrograph @ WHT
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